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As the leading general insurer in Malawi, NICO
General’s success has been maintained by our
longstanding commitment to building a
technically competent, qualified workforce.
Indeed, ‘professionalism’ is rated as one of our
five core values – the others being collaboration,
care, safety and health, and innovation.
This commitment is exhibited in many practical
ways. For example, we require anyone applying for
a role as an executive supervisor to hold a CII
diploma qualification, and anyone applying to be an
executive manager must hold a CII advanced
diploma. If customers are going to entrust us to
look after their financial wellbeing — we insure
about 5,000 homes and 20,000 cars in Malawi —
then it’s incumbent upon us to ensure we’re
recruiting, training and retaining the best people we
can find.Insurance is playing an important role in
Malawi’s economic development.

During the past decade, sectors (such as mining and
manufacturing) that have substantial insurable assets
have been expanding; insurance is also an important
financial tool for anyone involved in commercial
exporting, for example of cotton, peanuts, or apparel.
About 70% of NICO General’s GWP arises from
commercial clients, and we’re pleased to play a role
as these businesses invest, grow and create
employment.
At NICO, we do not believe in a ‘one size fits all’
approach to insurance. On the contrary, we pride
ourselves on arranging insurance that’s tailored to the
needs of our clients — whether its workers
compensation, marine, goods-in-transit, fire,
engineering or many other types. Tailoring solutions
in this way places a premium on the professionalism
and expertise of our people, because they need to be
able to use their independent judgement, experience
and knowledge to devise the most relevant coverage.

Representatives from NICO General, NICO Life and major client ESCOM address rhe media
during the hosting of the Southern African Power Pool in Malawi, March 2020

I foresee that the need to
equip our people for the
modern world will become
more important than ever
NICO General client seminar

That’s why, as we have stated elsewhere, our
aspiration is to “attract clients and intermediaries
who are prepared to nurture long-term partnership
with the company, to ensure long-lasting security
and peace of mind”.
The high calibre of our workforce is also a vital
factor that enables us to make our ‘Fast Track
Claims’ promise of ensuring qualifying claims are
settled within 24 hours — both motor and nonmotor.
Looking ahead, I foresee that the need to equip our
people for the modern world will, if anything,
become more important than ever. In addition to
the excellent knowledge base they acquire from
their CII qualifications, I am an advocate of proven
capability in fields such as digital transformation,
marketing and project management.
The blend of technical insurance competence with
sound business skills is a powerful combination —
underpinning our ability to continue providing
innovative and quality general insurance services
while adding value to all stakeholders. p
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December can be a time for reflection
on the year that’s drawing to a close.
None of us could have anticipated,
when we were wishing ‘happy new
year’ to family, friends and colleagues
back on 1 January, what
extraordinary times lay
ahead. We were largely
unfamiliar with concepts
such as lockdowns, social
distancing, quarantines, R rates
and so forth – which all quickly
became part of our everyday lives.
Thankfully, Africa has been spared some
of the worst Covid-19 consequences,
recording just 3.5% of global cases and
deaths despite being home to 17% of the
world’s
population.
We
have also been hearing from
many colleagues in Africa
that the pandemic has
prompted many businesses
and individuals to review
their financial wellbeing and
insurance needs.

A Continent
Of Promise

The CII passionately believes
that a well-functioning, trusted,
professional insurance and financial
planning sector is vital for social and
economic success, and is committed to
working with partners throughout Africa
to raise the profile of our profession and
the value it delivers to everyday lives.

Building a trusted
insurance and
financial planning
profession in Africa

The CII passionately believes
that a trusted insurance and
financial planning sector is
vital for social and economic
success in Africa.

As the year draws to a close, we would like
to take this opportunity to review some
of the CII’s activities in Africa during the
past twelve months, and look forward to
the year ahead.

For more information, please email: africa@cii.co.uk
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We are pleased to share some numbers about CII activity in Africa during 2020:

2,673

896

78%

125

Members

Exam sittings
and coursework
completions

Exams
pass rate

Major employer
relationships

We
would
like
to
extend
warm
congratulations to everyone who has sat
and passed a CII qualification during 2020,
and thank all our affiliated institutes who
have worked in partnership with us on many
initiatives throughout the year.
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The CII’s affiliated institutes in Africa

CII AFFILIATED INSTITUTES
Full details of our affiliated institutes are
available here. In total, 13 African countries
are represented in our affiliated institute
network: Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Malawi,
Mauritius, Namibia, Nigeria, South Africa,
Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe. Each
institute has a mission and vision which
aligns with the CII, and is responsible for
impressive work locally to raise standards
and support insurance penetration.
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CII membership
guide

See the guide ›
CII qualifications
guide

This case study is one of a series which is published by the CII. To download other case
studies, please visit ww.cii.co.uk/africa/casestudies. This webpage also includes an
important legal notice regarding the case study series.
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